AHDH 52nd Medical & Educational Mission
St. Joseph Hospital, LaVallee, Haiti

June 24 - July 10, 2011

July 18, 2011
Dear Members, Volunteers and Friends of AHDH,
Thanks to the loving participation of 41 of its many blessed volunteers, AHDH has just completed its
Summer 2011 Medical / Educational Mission to Haiti, from June 24 thru July 10, 2011:
An unequivocally blessed 52nd Mission !
After leading 51 medical/educational missions to our beloved Haiti throughout the years, we might be
inclined to think that we "have seen it, done it", but it is counting without the ever expanding power of the
human spirit, when given a chance, keeps yearning for higher and higher satisfaction that can be derived
only from touching, with one’s own soul, in a constructive, positive way, the lives of our brethren with
"..The privilege of doing it (the work) (A. Schweitzer)"

We had the privilege to welcome once more 23 "vets" and 18 "rookies", which brings us to a total of 255
volunteers since 1986.
“ There is no reward for doing the work, except the privilege of doing it ” Albert Schweitzer
41 Volunteers joined the Mission
One group for each week With 6 staying for the 2 weeks And a heroic group who came early to
prepare the hospital for the Mission and worked for 3

41 Volunteers made the Mission
One group for each week
With 6 staying for the 2 weeks
And a heroic group who came early to
prepare the hospital for the Mission and
worked for 3 weeks
Our AHDH Family of Volunteers now numbers 255 !
18 First Timers and 23 Vets on the 52nd Mission

It was a job just well-done Team-1 and Team-2, under the extraordinary leadership of Nicole (V.M.) and
Yvrose, respectively. How can we ever thank you, Mesdames Coordinatrices?

Some significant Grandes Premieres occurred:
Inauguration of the Men’s and Pediatrics Pavillon.

Eye surgery with new
monitoring imaging equipment:
Thanks Anika (and dad, Arsh and mom, Nic) for your
unwavering contribution.

First time a radiologist: Steven, thanks so much again for helping

us expand the expertise of our imaging system. Understanding
little Yvelyne's congenital tibia problem, the many ultrasound
studies (pelvic, breast, abdomen) you help with.
Hopefully, we can find some support for a digital reader for our x-ray system in the near
future to make it easier for you to help. We know it will happen on HIS time.

First time an electrical and solar engineer: Jeff, we were so

lucky to have you. After your overall assessment and the ideas
generated, it will be so much easier for us to make a blueprint
for the future and continue/complete the work. Million Thanks.

We
delivered another laptop, this time a brand new one, to the
high school principal, a generous donation from Nicole (LR),
who just joined AHDH mission last February. But as often, when
volunteers experience AHDH’s mission, they want to concretely
be part of it. Thanks again, Nicole
Folks, let us grab as many retiring laptops as we can, as those young minds deserve a better
education, for a better Haiti tomorrow, as AHDH has already provided them the internet access.

While some Grandes Premieres are on the horizon:

With the extraordinary support of our partners in Fribourg, Switzerland (Solidarite Fribourg Haiti, Haiti - Zaire),

we are more and more hopeful to complete within the next 3 months the works upstairs, making
space for an Emergency Department and Medical Record s downstairs. Upstairs, new and larger
spaces for our Lab and HIV Clinic, as well as new spaces for the Medical Director & Administrator
offices.
And, it is no secret the next step in our dreams for a decent healthcare facility for our less fortunate
brothers and sisters is our Outpatient Clinics next door on the recently acquired lot. Let us share the
dream together, fervent AHDH supporters
Our medical agenda as usual was most busy and versatile:
More than 50 surgical procedures (with Arshi and Marie Lydie, Anesthesia):

Ob-Gyn (Cesarean sections (photos), vaginal deliveries, colposcopy/ biopsy, Conization for patients
positive for cervical and endometrial pre/cancer, Pap’s smear: Thanks Clif, Suzan, Yanick, Adelaide)
General Surgery (hernia, cryptorchidia, breast, parotid tumors: Thanks Marie May, Roger et Ritha, and
Luxo, and the OR crew: Sandra, Diane, Madeline); and the continuous, precious contribution of the
FSIL/Universite Notre Dame's senior RN students
Ophthalmology (15 cataract: Thanks Anika and Reynold, Amelia)
Optometry (200 patients/glasses: Thanks Kenneth, Nilam); DentistrY (with hygienist training: Thanks

Lintz, Stephanie, Caroline),
Pediatrics (Thanks Elaine,Nicole),
Internal Medicine (Thanks Andre),
EKG testing (Thanks John Travis);
Ultrasound imaging (Mike, very hard to thank you);
Maintenance and miscellaneous jobs in the OR, Pre-op, Post-OP areas, Depot
Thanks so much Jacques and Emmeline, Eric, Caroline, Stephanie, Jacob, Neel,
Sean Michael, Mat L.,Michael R., Alanna, Daniel and Shelly,
While keeping under control the few cases of cholera still showing up.
We would be remiss if we were not to mention here some extraordinary indirect participation (donation)
to the trip.
Thanks to the generous donations from TFMCT (Crowley, LA, sounds familiar?) who took charge once
more of the expenses for an optometrist graduate; colleagues (Yvonne, Richard, Josseline, Rolin F),
AXA,Kings County Hospital Nurses once more (Brooklyn, NY), and so many more with the patients
lunch program (Darryl, Herve et Renee, Jean-Claude, Fauberte etc.), we were able to offer temporary
employment for OR tech, young local dentist, CRNA, RNs, CNAs etc., and replacement of one of our
broken OR AC units.
To All of you, million thanks again for being there the way you could.
Summer 2011 Medical / Educational Mission will be another landmark mission in AHDH’s history.
The enthusiasm invested by all of you in helping humanity directly or indirectly, is just exemplary
... inspiring.
Those who so generously sacrificed job, family commitments, other summer-time options for the success
of our 52nd mission, to welcome new lives, will be remembered not only by us but by the Higher Power
(Mat. 25:35), and as we mentioned at our last diner, you are now all Volunteer Ambassadors beside those
still hesitant to invest their “talents” (Mat. 25:14) for the betterment of humanity.
Now, I would like to invite you to enjoy, below, the illustrated narrative so dedicatedly put together again
by Mike and Jeane, our unwavering reporter (Thanks fervent warriors)
Cordially,
Charles
(Charles Rene, M.D.; F.A.C.O.G.
Clinical Associate Professor, Ob-Gyn Dept., Tulane University, New Orleans, LA
Co-founder, Past-President,
Treasurer, Coordinator of Projects in Haiti
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